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there was jao way of getting what he wanted done, no way of
forcing an issue, the system was doomed if it were not bridged.
The true explanation of the rise of National Socialism politically
is that a desperate nation tried to bridge the gulf between the
people and the system by abolishing the system.
The identification of the people and the government will
never be admitted except at emotional moments. But the attempt
at it must be constantly made in the modern state to keep alive
the sense of individual responsibility, without which no democratic
state can exist. On all grounds therefore it was necessary to
"restore reality/' that is, to restore a sense of unity by establishing
an organic connection between the individual elector, through
the party and the parliament, and the state, that is, the govern-
ment, for that is what the elector means when he talks of "the
state." That, and not the abolition of the two centre elements,
is the true democratic unity. What broke the schematic unity was
the existence of the party committee, and there was no other
way of breaking its tyranny save by substituting the coalition
for the parties.
It was freely admitted by 1926 by most thinking people that
the "restoration of reality" was necessary. The demand for some-
thing that looked like a normal government was becoming too
strong even in a nation unaccustomed to normal government
for the party committees to resist. People were beginning to
find something absurd, now that they had time to consider it,
in a system in which the nation elected a parliament through
parties which did not regard the decision as a mandate; in which
parties formed ad hoc coalitions which they refused to support;
in which cabinets, because of their lack of true basis in parliament,
were unable to perform even on the most elementary conception
of them the tasks imposed on a ministry by the democratic
system; in which party programmes were not programmes; in
which party committees usurped the functions both of parliament
and ministry; in which the bureaucracy to fill a vacuum assumed
legislative initiative, and in which the role of parliament was
confined very much to formal voting. The foreign political
success had concealed the glaring defects of the system; after

